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COMMENTS 

INITIAL QUESTIONS 

In preparation for responding to the Draft, I sought responses  from the Water Accounting Standards 

Board Office on the three following questions: 

1. Systematic and efficient collection of Data 

Original Question: Each water entity within the NSW water planning areas, has existing licenses to 

take water and is obliged under those licenses to order water and the take is to be measured and 

recorded by State Water or NSW Office of Water. That is well understood. 

It seems that the draft standard moves away from that set of relationships and seeks to interpose 

BOM between the licensing and operating body and its customers. 

Can you please assure me that BOM will remain at the Lead Agency level, and each Lead Agency  will 

co-ordinate its licensed water entities data. 

Response paraphrase: When preparing the National Water Account, will BoM continue to collect 

water information exclusively from the Lead Water Agency for each jurisdiction?  

Response received:  As you have noted, each state and territory nominated a Lead Water Agency 

(e.g. NSW Dept Environment, Climate Change and Water) to be the point of contact for the National 

Water Account Committee (NWAC). These partners act as facilitators, not sole information 

providers. In fact, as the process underpinning the information gathered by BoM under 

the regulations matures, fewer additional annual requests for data are expected. Currently, BoM 

collects information from the relevant agencies - such as utilities - as well as the Lead Water Agency 

in preparing the NWA. In the case of the NWA 2010, the Bureau is partnering with over 30 such 

agencies.   

 While the Exposure Draft of Australian Water Accounting Standard 1 (ED AWAS 1) is used to guide 

the preparation and presentation of the NWA, this is only one product that the ED AWAS 1 hopes to 

inform. ED AWAS 1 does not determine the institutional arrangements employed to prepare the 

NWA. Such arrangements are outside the scope of ED AWAS 1. The primary purpose of the ED AWAS 

1 is to provide principles that any report preparer - be it an organisation, physical region or 

individual - should apply when it (or a third party) prepares general-purpose water accounting 

reports for an external audience. As such, ED AWAS 1 is equally applicable at the licensed water 

entity level as at the licensing agency level.   

Further comment:  Inevitably it seems that BoM will continue to please itself as to where it seeks to 

collect data, irrespective of existing licensing arrangements and their requirements for reporting, 

and existing data sources. 

There seems to be no accountability for the significant costs BoM imposes and will continue to 

impose of water businesses, nor for their efficiency in collecting data. There is little if any recourse 

for a privately-owned water entity which has its resources expensed by BoM in pursuit of  its catch-

all (useful or not) approach to water data to the detriment of its shareholders.  
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These businesses must continue to seek justice for their customers and shareholders through pursuit 

of proven applicability and measurable efficiencies in BoM’s practices and through submissions to 

the Productivity Commission and similar review bodies on the imposts imposed. 

2. Water Reporting Entities 

Original Question: The Roadmap identifies that it will be necessary for water reporting entities to be 

prescribed ahead of the preparation of National Water Account. 

It seems that  the Draft Standard has not so prescribed, other than to say anyone who exercises 

rights is a water entity, and if any “user” [absolutely undefined or described] wants to  say they have 

a need for data reports at any level, it must be provided. 

Can you please identify the intentions of the Standard for the protection of the entities from 

spurious and disorganised claims of usefulness of data to the myriad of individuals and organizations 

that would seek to enquire, and better describe the protocols which would be adopted to ensure 

minimal interruption to individual entities by these claims. 

Response paraphrase: How does the ED AWAS 1 ensure that an organisation is not unfairly 

interrupted by external parties seeking information 'useful to their decision-making'? 

Response received: The guidance on what a water report entity should include in a report does refer 

to the existence of users of the information. However, there are further limitations: It must be 

reasonable for the report preparer to expect the existence of these users; those users must depend 

on the general-purpose water accounting report for their information; and the information must be 

useful to those users for making and evaluating decisions about the allocation of resources. Finally, 

the information must be material - i.e. it must be important enough that omitting it from the report 

would influence the decisions those users would make. 

Therefore, there is some judgement that the report preparer can apply as to which users the report 

will be aimed at, what their information needs are, and what level of detail of information should be 

provided. The minimum frequency for reporting is annually, therefore the requests for information 

from users that arrive during the year may be addressed in an annual report, and still meet the 

requirements of ED AWAS 1, thereby minimising interruptions - and at this stage, while strongly 

encouraged, reporting against ED AWAS 1 is voluntary .  

Further Comment: Only an unsound person, especially one who has experienced the incessant 

demands from BoM since it was chartered to “collect data on water”, would imagine that having 

gone to the time, cost and lengths that the preparers of the Standard have, it would not be imposed 

on water managers and licensees. In that regard the response is at best gratuitous. 

Given the experience with the Commonwealth takeover of water, it is also not reasonable to say 

that report preparers may exercise judgement, especially their own judgement, as nowhere in the 

new regime has that been allowed. To the contrary, fines have been threatened or imposed on 

those who made their own decisions for their own legitimate business reasons, and the response 

initially received and set out above offers no comfort on the sensibility of the proposed Standard. 
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3. Compromise of Company Directors Roles 

Original Question: The Draft Standard seems to neglect the fact that a number of potential water 

reporting entities are Corporations Act entities, and as such have commercial interest which need to 

be protected in the current competitive commercial environment. 

The details of the suggested reports seem to pass this by without any assurance for those entities. 

Can you please comment on the protections that would be available. 

Response paraphrase: Where information is useful to users' decision-making, but is confidential, 

should it still be disclosed? 

Response receved: It is possible to omit information that is confidential without failing to meet the 

standard, as this information would fail the recognition test for information that can be quantified 

with representational faithfulness. This may not be explicit in the standard, but this principle is 

demonstrated in the model report 'Energetico', in which two areas of commercial-in-confidence 

information were excluded - inflow to and outflow from power stations. Additional implementation 

guidance on this topic may be required for the final version of AWAS 1. 

Further Comment: I hope that the final version of the Standard provides the needed clarity, and that 

before its inclusion, respondents get the opportunity to review the proposals. 

OTHER GENERAL CONCERNS 

I also have general concerns with other issues set out below: 

1. SCOPE OF DATA COVERED 

It seems apparent from the Draft Standard that the Board has gone beyond reporting based on 

water “control” and into the natural environment, moving to require reporting of stored soil 

moisture within the root zone, for example. 

One can only imagine how the Standard could be applied to the non-controlled situations 

experienced by most catchments over the last twelve months of flooding rains. I consider that the 

draft goes into areas where uncertainty and misunderstanding, let alone the meaning of some of the 

data that could be derived from recent events, creates a situation of nonsense and severely 

challenges representational faithfulness. I recommend that at least in the introductory stage, reports 

and requirements be confined to the water resources which are owned or controlled by the water 

entity and for which they should report appropriately. 

2. LOST OPPORTUNITY 

I cannot appreciate why the draft adopts so many Accounting Standards for application to water but 

fails to adopt the accounting Operating Statement as its primary stewardship report. 

That seems to be a lost opportunity for practitioners to better understand what they are being 

forced to prepare, by reference to its allied accounting shape and construction. 
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RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS 

Water Entity 

I do not agree that the proposed definition is extensive enough. 

It should capture all environmental users of river flows, for all the water they apply to their 

purposes, be it routine benefit from flows without intervention to highly managed situations. 

It should also capture highlands plantations as water interceptors, especially where their situation 

intercepts water that would otherwise have gone to rivers or storages for meeting licensed rights 

and other stream flow use. 

Resources 

The Draft does not define the term. The term is used to qualify users. It should be defined. 

Question 1 – water report entity 

No. 

The definition of “resources” (see above) could be imagined to relate only to decisions about the 

allocation of “water” resources, however conceivably if the Brotherhood of Saint Lawrence was 

seeking information on water to make decisions on how it would allocate its community assistance 

in the form of goods and money, that might qualify them on a broader definition of the term. 

If it were to relate only to decision about the allocation of “water” resources as used in the 

discussion on information users in the definition of “water report entity”, then one might ask how 

broadly that is to be applied. For example, a water license holder on the regulated Murrumbidgee 

River, is allocated water resources only by the NSW Office of Water. Is that therefore the only 

qualified user it has to expect the existence of, in respect of its water information, as set out in the 

definition of “water report entity”.  

In addition, any individual or entity that holds or transfers water (assuming this relates to water 

allocation for surface water users), or holds or transfers rights to water, has inflows or outflows or 

has management responsibilities for water management, already reports that activity through the 

State system. Why should there be any need for such a party to also advise the myriad of other 

balance sheet and transactional details relating to their water business. 

 

Question 2 – general purpose water accounting report 

No. 

This definition must include the qualifying link to the “users” as set out in the definition of “water 

entity”, to limit the imagination of people and institution to cause unnecessary torment for 

individual water rights holders or water entities. 

Questions 3 and 4 - general purpose water accounting report 

No, and to contextualize my comments I repeat the objectives from the Draft: 
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The purpose of the reports is to provide information to users of that report that will be useful in: 

• Making and evaluating decisions about the allocation of resources, and 

• Understanding and evaluating the accountability of managers, management groups or 

governing bodies of the water report entity for the water assets and water liabilities of the 

water report entity. 

 

And so enters the real reason for the Commonwealth interest in all this data – that is to have 

another externally imposed accountability and punishment regime for individuals and managers and 

collective directorial and management bodies, at great expense to those bodies.  

 

This would, like so much else under the Water Act, compromise directors, owners  and senior 

managers in their business management decisions, introduce another set of instructors and 

enquisitors, with no responsibility or accountability themselves to legally empowered Boards, 

business owners and  management teams – another nightmare of indiscriminate nationalisation of 

control of what are in many cases, privately owned entities. 

 

One only needs to ponder what may transpire if some Commonwealth entity, or individuals within 

their employ, or those opponents of water use in rural Australia, especially opponents of water use 

on irrigation, who could be benefitting from the Commonwealth data gathering under this Standard, 

for proper purpose or otherwise, sought to act on any evaluation of the accountability of a director, 

the board, a manager or the water entity itself. 

 

I strongly suggest that any user should have to demonstrate, not that a report is useful to them but 

that it is “absolutely critically required” by them and why so. 

Stewardship of the rights to water and of the taking of water should be the primary objective of 

centralist water information systems.  

Responsibility for these tasks rests with rights holders. They should not have to meet the needs of 

others without having the right to elect or otherwise, and the right to charge fair fee for production 

of the useful information for others. 

Question 5 – accrual basis 

Only in as much as the accrual is actual not potential, which much water accrual is under existing 

management regimes. 

Questions 6-8 – disclosure requirement for prior period error correction 

It appears to be incredibly complicated, and my suggestion is that it be simplified. 

Questions 11, 12, 13 – accountability statement 

Yes – No - Yes 

Questions 14  - water assets and liabilities 

Yes 
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There will obviously be some need for clarity about who owns what water or rights. I did not notice 

that having been well enough explained in the Draft. That would be especially so where a license has 

multiple holders, partners, or where a license is a collection of separate rights, not truly a licensed 

right, but where the two sets are used as matching pairs. 

Question 15 - water assets and liabilities 

 

No. I believe that the notes should be used rather than have sub-classification lines. 

 

Question 20 – present versus future 

No. There will undoubtedly be issues with differentiation and interpretation based around supply 

reality and probabilities of a claim to water. 

Questions 23, 25, 26, 29, 31, 32 and 34 – water assets and liabilities 

Yes 

Questions 35-36 – statement of changes 

I do not like this report at all. See my earlier comment about use of the accounting Operating 

Statement instead. 

Questions 37-38 – statement of physical water flows 

Yes – No – see comments under question 15 response 

Question 45 – water market activity 

Not at all. The requirement again intrudes into significantly valuable commercial information for 

each of the activists, and when applied to individuals or self governing entities, can likely cause a 

breach of commercial business confidentiality, loss of market advantages, exposure of product 

developments which may retain greater value while undisclosed in detail, and may well cause claims 

on those who are forced to disclose of causation of loss. 

At the very least if this is implemented, the law should unequivocally provide indemnity against such 

losses or claims and provision for compensation for loss, injury or damage caused by exposure.  

Conclusion 

If the Draft is to proceed, and my questions, concerns and suggestions are passed over without being 

meaningfully and adequately addressed with me, the requirements should not be applied to any 

water entity other than the State water source manager (which should be treated as a group water 

reporting entity) in the implementation. Any report required by the State entity should rightly be 

made a license obligation of their licensed water entities to the State. 

 

John Chant 


